APPENDIX D

CONTOUR PLOTS OF NUTRIENTS, CHLOROPHYLL, CDOM, AND SELECTED NUTRIENT RATIOS IN SURFACE AND BOTTOM WATERS BASED ON DISCRETE SAMPLES
Appendix D2. Surface measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO₄), DNH₄, DNOₓ, DTP, and DTN determined from discrete station data, July 10, 2007. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 
Bottom measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO₄), DNH₄, DNOₓ, DTP, and DTN determined from discrete station data, July 10, 2007. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 
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Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 